
Poem---Wake Up 

LR Work 

Grammify 

1. Lovely-adverb 

2. The birds-subject      are singing in the tree-predicate 

3. And-conjunction 

Map 

Do the drawing by yourself. 

things the poet wants you to do   things you do when you wake up 

when you wake up 

a) The poet wants us to    a) I brush my teeth. 

Wake up early. 

b) He wants us to come & play.  b) I take bath. 

c) He wants us to wash hands and c) I take breakfast and get ready for school. 

 dress properly. 

Check your understanding 

1. Answer the following questions. 

a) The morning time is described in the poem. 

b) The birds and bees are up to the trees. 

c) The cow, the horses and the sheep. 

d) The poet wants us to wake up early, come and play and wash and dress. 

e) The poet says that the tiniest chicken is making the sound cheep-cheep. 

2. Find the meanings of the following words using a dictionary. 

a) wake- conscious after sleeping 

b) lovely-pretty, charming 

c) buzzing-a low continuous humming sound 

d) hurry- to move or to do things very quickly 

e) sleepy head-a sleepy or inattentive head 

f) tiniest-very small 

 



Beyond the Text 

Think and answer 

1. It is important to wake up early in the morning because it makes us healthy 

and active. 

2. “Wash and dress” means to take bath and put on the clothes. 
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FUN WITH WORDS 

WORDS IN USE 

1. Rhyming words from the poem: 

Trees-bees, bed, head, out-about, sheep-cheep, singing-buzzing 

2. Antonyms of:  

Up-down, tiny-huge, late-early 

3. Another word that also means delay-detain, hold up 

4. Fill in the boxes with the appropriate degrees of comparison- 
 

tiny - tinier-tiniest 

big   -bigger-biggest 

 

Did you know? 

Russia has nine different time zones. 

Fun with Words 

Take a break 

Important habits needed to maintain a healthy life style 

A time zone is a region where the same standard time is used. Five different time zones in 

the world are: 

a) Eastern Standard Time (EST) 
b) Pacific Standard Time (PST) 
c) Indian Standard Time(IST) 
d) Central Standard Time (CST) 
e) Mountain Standard Time (MST) 

You will be surprised to know that in The United States (USA), there are four time zones 

followed. Eastern, Central, Mountain and Pacific. 

(The above information is only for your knowledge. Don’t copy it in LR or Notebook) 

 



Bathing every morning  going to bed early 

Reading the newspaper  eating vegetables 

Any two good habits that you have 

Do it by yourself. 

Writer’s Corner 

Let’s Write 

Limerick 

Once there was a kitty cat, 

Who likes to wear a fancy hat, 

She moves it all day and night 

In fact, it was quite a sight, 

Now, what do you think of that? 

Write the following paragraph in your writing notebook. 

Punctuality is the property of any person to be on exact time or complete any 

task within the given time. A person who always does his/her works on time is 

called as punctual. Punctuality is the characteristic of a person which makes him 

capable to handle all the appointments on time. It enables a person to do right 

thing at right time without any excuse of delay in work. Punctuality is a very 

necessary trait which must be in all the people.  

 



Write this paragraph in your English Grammar notebook. 

(English LR Page No-13, last question) 

“Early to bed, early to rise makes a person healthy, 

wealthy and wise.” 

Early to bed and early to rise is a good habit. Early to rise has many advantages. 

In early morning our mind is fresh and the environment is clean. There are less 

distractions and noise. So one concentrates on studies and does more work.  

                                                           An early riser is also a healthy person. He has 

time to go for a walk or to exercise in fresh air. It enables a person to 

accumulate energy for the whole day. After a good night sleep, the mind is 

fresh. It is, therefore, good for the students to study in the morning hours, 

when they can absorb the maximum. Students must rise early in the morning. 

They can do a lot of work in the calm environment of morning. 

PROSE-NEHA’S ALARM CLOCK(LR Work) 

Grammify- 

1. today- Adverb 

2. Neha –subject     wakes up with a start-predicate 

3. under- Preposition 

Know your text 

Map 

In the chapter who tries to wake up Neha?  

Alarm Clock, Birds, The Sun, Mother 

Check Your Understanding 

1. Answer the following questions. 

a) The sun wakes Neha up with a warm smile. 

b) Neha wishes that alarm clock would forget his job, why don’t birds leave 

her alone? Why can’t sun let her be? All these wishes of Neha get 

granted. 

c) Neha woke her up by herself on a Sunday morning. 

d) Neha sleeps at nine every night because she feels sleepy. 



 

2. Who said the following to whom? 

a) Birds said this to Neha. 

b) Neha said to herself. 

c) Mother said to Neha. 

3. Find the meaning of the following words using a 

dictionary. 

a) snuggle- nestle, cuddle up 

b) mutter-say something in a low voice 

c) snore- a snorting or grunting sound in a person's breathing while they are asleep. 

d) wake-stop sleeping 
e) escape- get away 
f) relax-become less tense 



Neha’s Alarm Clock 

LR Work 

Beyond the Text (Page No-17) 

Think and Answer 

1. This proverb illustrates the importance of time and also says that there is 

nothing which is more precious than time. 

2. Punctuality is the characteristics of a person which makes him capable to 

handle all the appointments on time. 

3. If the clock goes missing, then we figure out the time of the day by the 

position of the sun. 

Find out the time difference between India and USA- India is 9 hours and 30 

minutes ahead of USA 

Find out the time difference between India and UK-India is 4 hours and 30 

minutes ahead of UK 

Fun with Words 

Words in use 

1. Antonyms-   

night-day   bright-dull 

2. Another word which means-grumbling in a soft voice-muttering 

3. Four adjectives of quality from the lesson-bright sun, warm smile, small 

chirpy birds, warm blanket 

4. Make sentences using- 

wake up-We should wake up early in the morning. 

relax- Give me some time to relax. 

alarm-The whole town heard the alarm of emergency. 

 Fun with Words 

Take a Break 

1. Find the hidden verbs from the grid below. Make use of the word box. 

Do it by yourself. 

 



2. What time would it be in India? Draw the time on the clock. 

India is 4 hours and 30 minutes ahead of United Kingdom 

           India—12.30 pm 

           India is 1 hour and 30 minutes ahead of Dubai - United Arab Emirates 

India- 11.30 pm 

New Zealand is 6 hours and 30 minutes ahead of India 

           India-7.30 am 

Write the following paragraph in your writing notebook 

Time is the most valuable thing on this earth; nothing can be compared with it. 

Once it goes, never be back. It always runs only in forward direction and not in 

backward direction. Everything in this world depends on time, nothing happens 

before time. Everything requires some time to get done. If we have not time, 

we have nothing. Loss of time is considered as the worst thing on this earth 

because wasting time, wastes us and our future. We never acquire lost time 

again. If we have lost our time, we have lost everything. 

 

 



POEM-NOSES 

LR WORK (PAGE NO –23) 

Grammify 

1. looked –verb      2. funny- adjective of quality     3. and-Conjunction 

Know Your Text 

Map 

Three qualities that the poet uses to describe her nose – 

a) It is the funniest thing. 

b) It looks like a handle. 

c) It has two little holes. 

Check Your Understanding 

Answer the following questions. 

a) Nose is mentioned in the poem. 

b) The girl finds her nose as a funny thing which sticks out on the face just 

like a handle. 

c) According to the poet the nose is on the frontal part of the face and there 

is not much space to spare with her nose. 

d) The girls compares her nose with a handle bearing two holes. 

e) According to the poet whenever we want to giggle or shout we should 

just go and look into the mirror. 

Find the meaning of the following words using a 

dictionary. 

a) b) c) d) e)__done in the Literature notebook 

f) doubt- a feeling of uncertainty 

Beyond the Text 

Think and Answer 

1. a) Fish- Fish breathes from gills   b) Snakes- They breathe through the 

opening just behind the tongue called the glottis. 



Write the following paragraph in your writing notebook. 

Water transport is the process of moving people, goods, etc. by barge, 

boat, ship or sailboat over a sea, ocean, lake, canal, river, etc. There are 

many types of water transport, including barges, ships, ferries, tug 

boats, rigs and sailboats. Water transport plays important role in 

foreign trade. India’s foreign trade is mainly dependent on water 

transport. During natural calamities like flood and rains, when rail and 

road transport is disrupted, relief operations can be operated through 

water transport. Water transport is more risky as compared to other 

means because there is always danger of sinking ships or boats. 

 



Poem- Noses 

LR work (Page No-25) 

Beyond the Text 

Think and Answer 

2. In birds, the air flow is one way, through tubes and chambers. Birds also use 

oxygen and breathe out carbon dioxide. They have special air sacs in addition to 

their lungs. 

3. Reptiles breathe air using their lungs as a part of their respiratory system just 

like we do. Examples-Lizards and Crocodile. 

Fun with Words 

Words in Use 

1. Rhyming words from the poem- 

nose-goes         grows-shows       hair-spare 

 

2. Fill in the box with the appropriate degrees of comparison- 

funny           funnier          funniest 

 

3. Make sentences using- 

funny- He is acting funny today. 

giggle-She was unable to suppress her giggle. 

4. Adjectives used in the poem to describe the nose- 

Funniest 

5. Describe your nose in one word- sharp 

Fun with Words (Page no 27) 

Take a Break 

Do it by yourself 

Let’s Write (Page No-29) 

Write five lines after seeing the picture given in Page No 29. 

 



Write the following paragraph in your English Writing 

notebook 

Honesty will always stand us in good stead. By being honest we can be confident 

and walk with our head held high. If we are honest we do not have to fear 

anything. An honest person speaks only what is the truth and engages only in 

honest activity at all times. Honesty gives us great moral strength. It requires 

courage and boldness to be honest, as being honest may sometimes be difficult. 

But an honest and truthful person does not care for what may happen by staying 

with the truth. Honesty will succeed ultimately, while dishonesty will soon be 

discovered. 

 


